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CONTENT AND TASK DECISIONS 
 
Grade Level(s): 3rd 
 
Description of the Task: Students will design a pond and explore how the perimeter and area 
change or remain constant when the dimensions change.   
 
Indiana Mathematics Content Standards: 3.M.5: Find the area of a rectangle with whole-number side 
lengths by modeling with unit squares, and show that the area is the same as would be found by 
multiplying the side lengths. Identify and draw rectangles with the same perimeter and different areas or 
with the same area and different perimeters. 
 
Indiana Mathematics Process Standards: Identify (by number) the Indiana mathematics process 
standard(s) that your lesson will address, and describe how students will be engaged in the process(es). 
PS.1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
PS.2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
PS.3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
PS.4: Model with mathematics. 
PS.5: Use appropriate tools strategically. 
 
Mathematics Content Goals: Students will understand the relationship between perimeter and area and 
how changing one may or may not affect the other.   
 
Language Objectives: Students will explain through written language how the area of a shape can 
remain the same even when the perimeter changes.  
 
Materials: Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8EMn_21T4o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75FP2h8B-Og, square tiles, graph paper, colored pencils, data sheet 

 
 
THE LESSON 
 
Before:  

• Ask students to raise their hand if they’ve ever been to a pond. 
• Ask what it was like or what they have seen. 
• Show the first pond video (life you might find at a pond) for the first 3 min, or show the entire 

video if integrating science into math. Have students look for what kind of life is found at a 
pond.  

• Explain that we want to dive deeper into math. Show the second pond video that shows what life 
is like under the pond surface.  

• Have students imagine that they have a pet frog that needs a home, and they will be the designer 
of its pond.  

• Have them talk at their table groups and list what information they will need to know to build 
this pond.  

• Allow students to share. 



• Explain that they must make a pond using square tiles. Explain the tiles must be laid straight, and 
not holes can be in their pond. Tiles must make up the whole pond, not just the border of it.  

• They then must draw their design on graph paper. One tile equal one square on the graph paper. 
• Their objective then is to design two more ponds with the same number of tiles.  
• Before students begin, have students turn and talk and infer what they think will happen to the 

perimeter. (Perimeter has already been taught in a previous lesson.)  
 
During:  

• Let go: Instruct partner one to collect tiles from the tool table and partner 2 to collect one sheet 
of graph paper and data sheet. Students will use square tiles to make a pond and explore area and 
perimeter. This is student’s exploration time without intervention from the teacher. Let students 
know that they will only be able to come to the tool table once.  

• Have students write what they see happening to the perimeter on their data sheet.  
• Listen actively: Listen as students discuss what happens to the perimeter of the pond if the 

number of tiles (area) stays the same.  
• Ask Questions such as: 

o How did you come up with that design? 
o How did you decide on that number of tiles? 
o How did you change your pond?  
o How are they different? 
o How are they the same?  
o What observations did you make about the perimeter of your first/second/third pond? 

• Extension: Have students choose one out of the three designed ponds to make another pond that 
would keep the same perimeter. Have students record what happens to the number of tiles 
needed (how the area changes.) More tiles may need to be added.  The tool table may be 
reopened for these students only.  

 
After:  

• Have students present their ponds in front of the class using the document camera. Have them 
share what the perimeter and area of their original pond was.  

• Have students share what they did to change the perimeter and how the perimeter changed. 
• Ask: 

o Do you think you would get a different perimeter every time?  
o When you changed the shape of the area, what happened to the perimeter? 

• Extension: 
o When you kept the perimeter the same, what happened to the area? 

 
(Diving Deeper Extension-Day 2) 

• Show a 2x6 rectangle.  
• Have students make the same rectangle. Have them find the perimeter and area of this rectangle.  
• Have students move an interior square tile to a different place around the shape.  
• Have students discuss why the perimeter increases.  
• Have students remove a corner piece and discuss what happens to the perimeter.  

 
Summary 

• Explain that perimeter increases because the number of exterior sides increases while the number 
of tiles used stays the same.  

 



ASSESSMENT 
 

Observe: 
 
I will walk around and take notes on each student. I will look to see if students understand how to find 
perimeter and observe area.  
 
Ask:  
 
I will ask students to explain through written language why the perimeter of an object can change when 
the area of a shape stays the same. (This can be done through an exit slip.) (Eg: As a group we decided 
to move four of our outside tile to the top of our pond design. This meant that we kept the same number 
of tiles, but when we added up our perimeter, we found that more edges showed which made our 
perimeter larger.) 
 
 


